A RESOLUTION OF THE ALEUTIANS EAST BOROUGH REQUESTING FUNDING AND AUTHORIZING PARTICIPATION IN THE DENALI COMMISSION WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT GRANT PROGRAM.

WHEREAS, The Borough Assembly wishes to provide for the design and construction of floats for the public harbor for use by residents of Sand Point and the commercial and subsistence fishing fleet and other transient vessels; and

WHEREAS, the floats are a necessary component of the Sand Point harbor project, presently under construction; and

WHEREAS, the harbor and floats improve the critical safety of all vessels in the area especially during the frequent Aleutian storms; and

WHEREAS, the harbor and floats improve significant, new, identifiable, sustained regional economic benefits by allowing the regional fleet to safely participate in year-round commercial fisheries; and

WHEREAS, the harbor and floats increase the capacity to meet demonstrated demand for safe harbor in the region; and

WHEREAS, the Aleutians East Borough is an applicant for a grant from the Denali Commission under the Roads and Waterfront Development Program for the design and construction of floats for the Sand Point Harbor.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Borough Assembly is in full support of the grant application to the Denali Commission.

FURTHERMORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Mayor of the Aleutians East Borough is hereby authorized to negotiate and execute any and all documents required for granting and managing funds on behalf of this organization.

The mayor is also authorized to execute subsequent amendments to said grant agreement to provide for adjustments to the project within the scope of services or tasks, based upon the needs of the project.
PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ALEUTIANS EAST BOROUGH on this 7th day of October, 2006.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF:
By: ________________________________
    Stanley Mack, Mayor

ATTEST: ________________________________
    Tina Anderson, Clerk